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WHICH FUNCTIONS PRESERVE CAUCHY LAWS?

GÉRARD LETAC1

Abstract. A real random variable X has a Cauchy law C(a, b) if its density

is bv~l[(x — af + b2]~l, with b > 0 and a real. Let / be a measurable

function such that f(X) also has a Cauchy law for any a and b. We prove

that there exist o real, k > 0, e = ± 1 and a singular positive bounded

measure /i on R such that for almost all x of R

(x + iy)y + 1

y~¡OJ-x     x + iy - y

Conversely, every function/with the preceding form is such that/(JO has a

Cauchy law when X has a Cauchy law.

Furthermore, we prove that such a function preserves Lebesgue measure

when k = \, generalising a well-known Pólya and Szegö result.

t( \     t.   j_        r     f + °°(x + iy)y+ltfyx) = kx + a - lim |        -:- p(dy).
woJ-oo     x + ty - y

1. Introduction. Recently, attention has been called to some trans-

formations of the real line R preserving either Lebesgue measure, or a Cauchy

law, or the whole set of the Cauchy laws.

R. L. Adler and B. Weiss [1] have studied the ergodic properties of the

so-called "Boole function" f(x) = x — x~x which preserves Lebesgue

measure of R. Such an /is not the only rational function preserving Lebesgue

measure, and we find in Pólya and Szegö [7] a complete characterisation of

such functions /: there exist a real, e = ±1, an integer n > 0, numbers

Yi < • • • < y„ and positive numbers u,, /¿j,..., u„ such that

(1) ef(x) = x + a - ¿  -4" •
1 = 1   ■* 'i

A real random variable X has a Cauchy law C(a, b) if its density is

bir~x[(x — a)2 + b2]~l, with b > 0 and a real. Boole function offers another

interesting property: if the random variable X has a Cauchy law C(0, 1), then

\(X - X~x) has also a Cauchy law C(0, 1): a nice geometrical proof can be

obtained using the classical interpretation of C(0, 1) as the stereographic

projection on the line of the uniform distribution on a circle. This fact can be

extended to the functions defined by (1): if X has a Cauchy law, this is also

true for f(X), with possibly different parameters. Other rational functions

share with the functions defined by (1) the property of preserving the whole
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set of Cauchy laws, in particular real projectivities h(x) = (ax + b)/(cx +

d), where a, b, c, d are real and ad — be ¥= 0; this fact plays an important role

in characterisations of Cauchy laws (see E. J. Williams [10], F. Knight [5] and

F. Knight and P. A. Meyer [6]). Collecting these results, we see that if:

(2) efix) = kx + a- Y  —^~
c-\ x - %

where k and p¡ are > 0, a and y, are real and e = ± 1, then / preserves

Cauchy laws.

It is possible to give an elementary, but lengthy, proof of the fact that if /is

rational and preserves the whole set of Cauchy laws, it has the form described

by (1). But that will be also a trivial consequence of the theorem of our paper.

The next observation is a work by J. H. B. Kempermann [4] considering

transformations of the real line which are restrictions to R of meromorphic

functions/(z) such that

(3) e/(z) = kz + a - 2 Ps
1      +1

'-y,

where e = ± 1, 0 < k < 1, ps > 0, a and ys are real, {ys} has no finite

accumulation point and ?,psy~2 < oo. J. H. B. Kempermann announces that

/ preserves one Cauchy law if / has no real fixed point z0 such that

So we are led to the following question: what are the real measurable

functions / of R such that the random variable f(X) has a Cauchy law when

X has a Cauchy law? First, it is necessary to state the following result, in

order to give a neat answer:

Proposition. Let p be a bounded singular positive measure p on R. Then:

r + oo (x + iy)y + 1
Um I       -;- ß(dy)
noJ-n     x + iy-y     PV  w

exists and is real for almost all real x.

Theorem. Let f be a measurable function from R to R then the following

properties are equivalent:

(i) For any random variable X with a Cauchy law, the random variable f(X)

has a Cauchy law.

(ii) There exist e = ±\,a real, k nonnegative and a bounded singular positive

measure ponR such that for almost all xofR

r + oo (x + iy)y + 1
ef(x) = kx + a - lim I .  - p(dy).

yloJ-oo    (x + ¡y) - y   rx   "

Furthermore, iff is defined in the upper half complex plane by

r + oo <oy +  1
e/(io) = ku + a - I- p(dy),

•'-oo     w — Y
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then the law off(X) is C(A, B), with A = Re f(a + ib) and B = |Im/(a +

ib)\, when the law of X is C(a, b).

Let us insist on the fact that we characterise in this theorem the functions

preserving the whole set of Cauchy laws. That would be an entirely different

problem to describe the set of functions changing a fixed Cauchy law in

another Cauchy law, or the set of functions preserving one given Cauchy law.

An immediate consequence of the theorem is that for / and / as in the

preceding statement with e = +1, / preserves C(a, b) if and only if a + ib is

a fixed point of/. Sufficient conditions for the existence of such a fixed point

are given in [4].

As the Theorem shows, the knowledge of/gives the knowledge of/. Now it

is not difficult to check that e, k, a and u are completely determined by/; any

standard text can be consulted: [2], [8] or [9].

The Theorem enables us to reach a bigger class of functions than the

Polya-and-Szegö ones described by (2), which preserve Lebesgue measure on

R.

Corollary. Let e = ± 1, a real and a bounded singular positive measure u

on R. Thenf(x), defined by

/• + «> (x + iy)y + 1
tf(x) - x + a - lim J _        ti(dy)

y W J - oo      x -i- ty     y

preserves Lebesgue measure on R.

We shall prove this corollary in §6. As an example, we have that

f(x) = x + tg x

preserves Lebesgue measure, since tg w is equal to

+ °o    oytr(n+\)+ 1 ,

n=-oc    é(*'*4) -..*       „.2(n+!)2+,'

a classical fact, and

+ 00 .

*" ^ ~Vt—¡^—r ô"(,,+i)„=-oo   m2^n +^    +  j

is a bounded singular positive measure on R, with 8a unit mass in a. Of

course, we do not mean in the corollary that every function / preserving

Lebesgue measure has the indicated form. Taking f(x) = x if |x| > 1 and

f(x) = - x iî \x\ < 1, one can prove that such an/does not belong to the

class described in the corollary.

2. Notations and preliminaries. We denote by P the open upper half

complex plane, that is {w; Im « > 0} and by U the open unit disk, that is (z;

|z| < 1}. The circle T is R/2vtZ. If to belongs to P the measure nu(dx) on R is
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, , x        1 Im <0 j

■"    (x - Re w)2 + (Im w)2

that is to say a Cauchy law C(Re a>, Im u). As is well known, the Fourier

transform of pu is given by:

/ + 00

exp(itx) pa(dx) = exp(z'iw)
-oo

for aü positive t.

Iff: P-+ C, we define Gf.U^Cby

Conversely if g: U -> C, we define Fg: P -» C by

^<#)-f(f-ri).
If z belongs to t/ and 0 to T, the Poisson kernel Pz(9) is Re[(ew + z)/(e* -

z)].

Proof of the Proposition. If the measure p is singular positive and

bounded on R, the function <b on P:

■ +0O toy + 1

w — y

gives the function G<#> on U:

'+* e" + z

/ + oo («yy + 1

- tr      tf

v
-#   e   — z

where »» is the singular positive measure on T carried from p by

e» = ^^
iY - 1 •

Since Im G<b(z) = -f-ZPz(9)v(d9) the Theorem 11.10 of [8] implies that

Im G<t>(rei9) -» 0   for almost all 0 of T,
r|l

since j» is singular.

We show now that lim^, G<b(reie) exists for almost all 9. Since

Im G<b(r) < 0

in U, Theorem 3.2 of [2] implies that G<p(z) belongs to the Hardy space Hp

(0 < p < 1) of analytic functions in U, that is to say:

Urn J + "\G<b(rew)\P d9 < oo.

The Theorem 2.2 of [2] gives the existence of limrT, G<b(re'9) for almost all 9

of T. So liniyjo <b(x + iy) exists and is real for almost all real x.

3. A Lemma. The proof of the Theorem on a simple lemma which allows

one to jump from harmonicity to analyticity:
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Lemma. Let il be a connected open subset of the complex plane and h a

complex function defined on ß such that exp[th(z)] is harmonic in ß for all

t > 0. Then h(z) is either analytic or antianalytic in ß.

Proof of the Lemma. Clearly, exp(iA) harmonic for all positive t implies

that h is continuous in ß. If z0 in ß and *- > 0 are such that {z; |z — z0| < r)

C ß, we can write:

0 = ¿ /_*" \ [exp t(h(z0 + re») - h(z0)) - 1 ] dB

±f*"[h(z0 + re«>)-h(z0)]d9,
'10

since we can exchange integral and hm,i0 by dominated convergence, h being

continuous. Hence h itself is harmonic in ß. From the identity:

exp(_rt)JlexpW,,^_A + (i|.|,

we get that

dh     dh       n n
T" • — = 0   in ß.
dz    3z

If dh/dz =£ 0 on some open, nonempty subset ß' of ß, the function dh/dz is

zero on ß' and harmonic in ß; then ôTi/dz = 0 in ß (a fast proof of this is

based on the following fact: if u is a real harmonic function in a simply

connected open subset ß, of the plane, and if u is zero in a closed disk K

contained in ß,, then, taking a conjugate harmonic function v of u defined on

ß,, the analytic function exp(w + iv) must be a constant in ß, by maximum

principle applied to D and analytic continuation to ß,). Hence dh/dz ^ 0 in

ß implies that h is analytic in ß. The same reasoning proves that if dh/dz &

0, then h is antianalytic in ß, and this ends the proof of the Lemma.

4. Proof of the Theorem. We prove first (i) => (ii). If the law of the random

variable X is [iu, there exists/(to) in P such that uy(u) is the law oîf(X). The

function/: P —> P must satisfy:

(5) f + "exp[ itf(x)] fiu(dx) = exp[///>)]
•'-00

for all / > 0 and all u in P.

In the integral of (5), we write

. 1 + e*
x = 1- .

1 - e"

This function from R onto T \ {0} changes the measure ju,u in Pz(9) d0/2m

where z = (iu + l)/(iu — I) E U. We define gonT\ {0} and g on U by

g(e")=/(''T^Í) and i = G/'

The relation (5) becomes:
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(6) ¿ f+\xp[itg(ei9)]Pz(9) d9 = cxp[itg(z)]

for ail / > 0 and all z in U.

(6) implies that the function exp[itg(z)] is harmonie in U for all / > 0 (see

[8, Theorem 11.8]), and by the Lemma, g is either analytic or antianalytic in

U.
Suppose first that g is antianalytic. Then we take e = -1 and have to

prove that —/ has the indicated form by (ii) in the statement of the Theorem.

Hermitian symmetry of Fourier transforms of real measures implies easily

that (-/) = -/. Hence G( — g) is analytic. So, without loss of generality, we

may suppose that g is analytic.

Since Im g > 0, the function exp[/fg(z)] belongs to the space H°° of

bounded holomorphic functions in U for all t > 0. This implies that

(7) exp[itg(re">)] -> exp[itg(ei9)]

for fixed t and for almost all 0 of T, by (6), using the corollary of the

Theorem 17.12 of [8]. Taking / as an integer n > 0, (7) gives limrî, g(re'9) -

g(e'9) s 0 modulo 2irn, except on a subset An of T with measure zero. So

lim^, g(re'9) — g(e'9) = 0 modulo 2uti for any positive integer n and any 9

outside of A — U £°_ xAn. Since the measure of A is zero, we get

(8) §(re»)7g(e»)

for almost all 9 of T.

Now Im g(z) is a positive harmonic function in U. So, from Herglotz'

Theorem (see [8, Theorem 11.19]) there exists a positive bounded measure v

on T such that

(9) lmg(z) = [ + "pz(9)v(d9)
J — IX

for all z in U.

From Theorem 11.10 of [8], (9) gives

(.0) «■«-•) ^ i

for almost all 9 of T, where dv/d9 is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of v with

respect to the Haar measure d9 of T.

Analyticity of g and equality (9) imply that there exists a real number a

such that

(11) g(z) = a + i( + *^±^ v(d9)
•>-m    e      —  z

for all z in U.

Since g(e'9) is real, (8) and (10) imply that dv/d.9 = 0 almost everywhere;

that is to say, v is singular with respect to the measure d9.

To come back to/ and/, we denote k = v({0}) and consider the function

from T \ {0} to R defined by
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m\ .l + e,e
(12) y = t---e-

1 - e'B

The measure v restricted to T \ (0} is carried by the function (12) to a

positive bounded measure u on R: thus it is trivial to check that u is singular

with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R. (11) becomes:

(13) / („) = Fg(u) = ku + a - T°° ^±i vi(dy)
•'-oo   « — y

for all co in P.

Exploiting (8), we get the desired formula (ii). Note that the last part of the

Theorem is a trivial consequence of (5) and (13).

We prove now that (ii) => (i). Without loss of generality we suppose that

e = + 1. Denote by v the measure on T whose restriction to T \ {0} is carried

from u by the inverse function of (12), and such that v({0}) = k. Consider g

defined by (11) in U. Clearly Img(z) > 0 in U and for fixed positive t,

exp[/fg] belongs to H™ and is the Poisson integral of some function <t>,(e'9) of

L°°(T) (see Theorem 17.12 of [8] and its corollary). Furthermore

cxp[itg(re»)] -» «/>,(*'*)

for almost all 9 of T.

The definition of/implies that

fci>») = cxp[itg(eie)]

for almost all 9 of T, where

Then (6) is true, and thus it is easy to come back to (5), which gives (i).

6. Proof of the Corollary. It is enough to prove that if u is singular, positive

and bounded,

r + oo (x + iy)y + 1
(14) /(*) - X - üm / V /y-   M(rfy)

yloJ- oo      x + ty - y     ry  "

preserves Lebesgue measure.

Let a < b and denote g(x) = l[ab](x). We have to prove

( + 0ag[f(x)]dx = b-a.

From the Theorem, we know that

(15> / + "*[/(*)K(<&) = ["pfUdx)
■' — oo Ja

for any u in P. We take u = ik, with k > 0. Note that
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+ 00   y2 + 1

We get

Im /(«*) = k + k f   X 1—- p(dy),
J-ca   y  + Ar

r + oo y(l - A;2)

•'-oo     y* + Ar

lim   -£ Im/(ifr) - 1   and     lim Re/(i7fc)-p(R)
k—»oo    A; A:—»oo

by dominated convergence. A routine calculation gives:

b                   i             b + Ref(ik)        j a + Ref(ik)
Vf U!**) = - A^S      -    s...,- An*gi r'wx » Imf(ik) * Imf(ik)

so

(16) lim  k CvjUdx) - i (b - a).
*->oo      •'a w

Considering now the first member of (15):

(17) lim  kf + °°g[f(x)]        2k dx = / + C°g[f(x)] dx.
k^ao      J-x ft(x    + k¿) •'-oo

(15), (16) and (17) give (14), and the Corollary is proved.

7. Remarks. (1) A "brownian motion" interpretation of the Theorem goes

as follows. Let b(t) a standard brownian motion in the complex plane such

that b(0) = w in P. Denote T = inf(/; b(t) belongs to real axis}. As is well

known, the distribution of Re b(T) is pa (see [3, p. 172] for a proof). If /is as

in the Theorem, with e = 1, the new process f(b(t)), restricted to [0, T] has

the same property.

One can use this idea and a remark made by Harry Kesten (quoted in [4])

to give a second proof of the second part (ii) => (i) of the Theorem. Denote by

h(t) the (random) inverse of

fy(b(s))\2 ds

defined in [0, h~x(T)\ Then a Paul Levy Theorem implies that t \-* f[b(h(t))]

= bx(t) is a brownian motion in [0, h~l(T)]. But/is never real in P, since

/• + 00 y2 + 1

Im/(x + iy) = ky + y I- p(dy).
•'-oo   (x — y)   + v

Hence/(Z>(7")) is the point of R where bx(t) strikes R for the first time, with

the distribution /¿/(u).

(2) If / and / are as in the Corollary, with e = 1, one can check that there

exists a probability distribution/; on R such that

1 r + oo p(dy)

/(w)        •'-oo    w-7
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The proof of this can be easily gotten from Lemma 2.2, p. 24 of [9]. Since

iterates of / have the same property, we hope to explain and generalise some

day the results of [1] in terms of a Markov chain defined on R properly

associated to the probability p.

(3) If / and / are as in the Theorem, with e = +1, the transform by / of a

bounded complex measure on R with a rational density has also a rational

density. Such a density can be easily computed with the following remark: if

n is a nonnegative integer and u is in P, the transform by / of the measure

(x - u)~"~x dx is

A proof can be given by residues computation of:

[ + Xexp[itf(x)](x - Co)-""1 dx.

This method gives a third proof of the second part (ii) => (i) of the Theorem.

A similar remark can be done if k > 0 and if the measure on R to be

transformed by / is an unbounded Radon measure with rational density. But

the computation of the density of the transformed measure is more comp-

licated.

(4) Let A"bea random variable on R and ¡iab the law of aX + b. Denote

(i = Hqx and ^(u) the set of measurable functions/from R to R such that for

any a ¥= 0 and b real, the law oif(aX + b) belongs to { ju,a/8; a ¥= 0, ß ER}.

We have characterised

Ji      dx     \
V *   1 + x2 !

It is easy to check that

^(l[0j,](x) dx) = [ax + b; a j= 0, b E R}.

This is also true for ^(e^^^dx/V^hn); a generalisation of this fact will

appear in Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences. The proof is easy: we

apply heat operator (instead of Laplacian) to the equation which replaces (5)

for Gaussian measure.
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